Mrs Knight’s Little Sycamores - Week beg 18th Jan
home learning
Don’t forget to email me with photos of your child completing work
and I can email back. Even though the activities are set out for
each day, please don’t feel that you need to complete everything on
the set day. Make the activities fit around you and your family.
Also, some activities need to be repeated throughout the week to
develop the children’s understanding. As long as you have
completed at least 5 over the week and emailed me with evidence,
then your child will receive their certificate.
When mark making, please encourage a correct pencil grip.
Email: mrsknight@oakdeneprimary.org.uk
Monday

Phonics – Practice clapping out the syllables in
your name- one clap for each syllable (so I would
do three claps for Mrs Knight). Say your name as
you clap. Can you do your first name and your
surname? Can you do the names of other people in
your house?
Log on to phonics play, the log on details are
included in the pack. Have a go at some of the
phase 1 activities.

Tuesday

Topic – Find 5 different objects that make
different noises around the house. What noise do
they make?
Reading – Look at the different nursery rhyme
cards in the pack. Choose which one you would like
to sing and sing it with an adult. Do you know the
actions to go with it? Repeat this a few times and
also throughout the week, choosing different
rhymes each time! Feel free to leave out any that
you don’t know.

Snuggle up in a quiet area with an adult and read
your favourite book together. Talk about what
you can see in the pictures.

Wednesday

Challenge Tuesday – Look at the Peppa Pig kebab
making sheet. After an adult has cut the
different foods out, place them on the kebab
stick to make a healthy kebab! Which foods have
you used? Swap the foods around to make lots of
different kebabs! Can you make a pattern?
Maths – Look at the different shadows on the
worksheet. What has made these shadows? Tell
your adult. What are all of these different items
used for?
Look at the sheet with the shapes on. Can you
identify the different shapes? Colour the circles
red, the triangles in blue and the squares in
green!

Thursday

Wellness Wednesday – Look at the book “How do
you feel?” which I have included in your pack. Can
you guess how the animals are feeling? What
makes you feel this way?
Espresso – Follow the log on instructions included
to find a fruit sorting game. Can you and your
adult sort these foods into healthy and unhealthy
foods? Think about foods that we have lots of
and foods that are just a treat.
Phonics – Use the coloured blobs to play colour
splat! Lay them on the floor and use a wooden
spoon, spatula or even just your hand to splat the
colour that an adult says. Now, swap with your
adult and tell them which colour to splat!

Friday

Mark Making – Look at the pencil control strips
you have been given. Can you use the pen to follow
the lines? Keep practicing the different lines
throughout the week.
Fitness Friday- Follow the link
and do some
dancing. Follow the instructions in the song.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nzKOiTSNHAk

Find some resources to set up a balancing
activity. This could be some cushions on the floor,
some large, flattened boxes or some pieces of
wood. See if you can walk along them, holding your
arms out to balance. Can you jump off?

